
BruChai simplifies & enhances the traditional tea 
brewing process through its many patented 
features.  

Traditional tea made with real ingredients 

BruChai Tea 
Brewer

Chai Simpli�ed
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Traditional tea made with real ingredients Traditional tea made with real ingredients 

For centuries, traditional tea brewing has been a carefully 
cra�ed skill passed on through generations.

Tea has numerous healing properties. To reap the true benefits 
of tea, one must use REAL ingredients combined with traditional 
tea brewing techniques.

Remember the time when you came home to brew a cup of tea 
with REAL ingredients to enjoy with your friends and family? 
BruChai brings that back!

Innovative 
patented
features  

BruChai Tea 
Brewer



Traditional tea made with real ingredients 

The traditional method of tea brewing is still being practiced widely around the world, though it 
is o�en messy and time-consuming. 

In this traditional process, water, milk, tea leaves, cinnamon, ginger, and herbal spices are 
placed in a pot to boil. 

Once the mixture heats up and starts to boil, it will start to rise. At this point, one would li� the 
container away from the heat source, wait for a few seconds, and place the container back on 
the heat source to continue with brewing.  

This li�ing up and placing back on the heat 
source is typically done a few times until the 
ingredients are properly mixed and all juices 
are extracted from the ingredients. This 
requires supervision, and if not monitored the 
tea mixture will overflow from the container 
onto the heat source. 

Once the mixture has boiled and brewed 
according to the individual’s specifications, a 
strainer is used to strain the solids (tea 
leaves, cinnamon, etc.) and pour just the 
liquid in the cups for consumption. Most of 
the time while pouring the liquid into the cup, 
it overflows and spills on the table. 

BruChai’s patented tea pot alleviates many of the struggles traditional tea brewing creates. 
From the cool-to-touch handle design, zero-drip spout, zero-mess pour, to avoiding having 
to remove/add the tea pot onto the heat source, BruChai saves time and enhances the tea 
brewing experience.

Our Process



What’s in the box? 

BruChai Tea 
Brewer



We’re dedicated to helping you brew the perfect cup of chai 
with minimal e�ort. 

Using a combination of traditional brewing techniques and modern solutions, 

we’ve patented a brewer that allows you to recreate a traditionally brewed cup 

of chai without the lengthy and laborious process that usually comes with it. No 

more moving the brewer to and from the heat source multiple times to prevent 

the chai from spilling on to the heat source.

BruChai’s
patented 
tea pot

BruChai alleviates 
many of the 
struggles
traditional tea 
brewing creates.



By choosing BruChai, you are 
making your positive impact 
towards  the environment .

We plant a tree with every order and by  
doing so, actively make the planet better 
than before your purchase.

We know that planting a million trees will not happen overnight. It 

will take years. But we are focused and determined, and we hope 

you will join us in our path to plant a million trees.

We hope that by making you a part of our movement, we can 

inspire you to incorporate preservation and sustainability into 

other parts of your life - to share your stories and in turn inspire 

others.



BUILT-IN
STRAINER

ZERO MESS
CLEAN-UP

NON-STICK
COVERING

OVERFLOW
PREVENTION

ERGONOMIC
BURN-PROOF

HANDLE

LIGHTWEIGHT
AND DURABLE

WATCH THE VIDEO



Phone :  your phone text here

Gmail :  your mail text here

Address :  Your Address Goes Here

Share The Warmth , Share This Link With A Friend. 
Start Your Referral Account And Start Gathering 
Your Rewards. 

Visit our website www.BruChai.com for 
more information about registering you 
referral account.

For Every Friend you refer who 
purchases BruChai Brewer, 

You get $5, Your Friend gets $5 
& We"ll donate to the Arbor Day 
Foundation to plant trees
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